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GRAPHENE STANDARDIZATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION IN CANADA  

Edmonton, AB, November 29, 2016 - Graphene Leaders Canada (GLC) Inc. is pleased to announce that 
President and CEO, Donna Mandau and Director of Research and Development, Dr. Leah Coumont, 
presented at the Graphene & Markets 2016 Conference with their presentation entitled "Graphene 
Standardization and Commercialization in Canada". Dr. Coumont highlighted the importance of 
standardization and presented the company's progress in graphene environment and coatings projects. 
 
"The Graphene & Markets 2016 Conference was an excellent opportunity to connect with other leaders 
in the graphene community. We were proud to present our recent developments in our work with the 
National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) in both national 
and international standardization.  As well, this was a valuable event to better realize GLC’s opportunities 
and position in the global market and to establish new partnerships with other businesses in the graphene 
industry" said President and CEO, Donna Mandau. 

The Graphene & Markets 2016 Conference was held on Tuesday, November 28th and Wednesday, 
November 29th at the AMBA Hotel in Charing Cross, London, UK. The conference and exhibition brought 
together graphene researchers, manufacturers, and a multitude of end users to explore new markets and 
commercialization in a wide range of applications. This is the only event of its kind to deliver leading 
market intelligence and industry presentations on the latest graphene advancements. 
  
About Graphene Leaders Canada Inc. 

Graphene Leaders Canada (GLC) Inc. is a private Alberta technology company producing very high quality, 
and high purity graphene nanomaterials which function as a platform technology leveraging the 
properties of graphene to integrate into unlimited application solutions. GLC will work with industry to 
develop new innovative and first-to-market products and solutions.  GLC is focused in the environment 
and coatings markets.  GLC’s tag line is “Making Great Products Even Greater” 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Donna Mandau at Graphene Leaders 
Canada (GLC) Inc. or email at dmandau@glcplus.com. 

http://www.grapheneleaderscanada.com/

